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The “Ltehte” and Formula of Frederick and
Saronv.

A month or two since I made promise to you to write descrip
tions for the Journal of several of our most noted photographic 
studios, having for my object the instruction of those of our 
craft who, living at a distance from New York and the larger 
cities, imagine that the work which is produced in the better 
galleries is attributable to some peculiar sort of light, or some 
secret of the dark or printing rooms. Knowing that such was 
not the case, and wishing others to know the same, I have visited 
the gentlemen named above, and on stating my object, they 
both, as they often have before, placed every portion of their 
rooms open to my inspection, both stating that there was not 
one secret connected with their practice of the art. j

For many years an amateur, and having travelled and photo
graphed over a very large portion of our country, I have during 
such trips made the acquaintance of very many of our best pho
tographers, and, as yet, have never met one, who made good 
work, who had any secrets, er who hesitated one instant about 
comparing his method of working with mine ; but have in several 
instances been repulsed by bunglers, of whom I have asked 
questions solely with the view of correcting errors in their work, 
which I saw plainly the cause of.
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Mount with Gum Royal» the cleanest and best» always ready.
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8 tfo"SîÆ”SiP«-°f the special .«bjecte of 

article t allow me to state a few general facts, often stated 
Sore Snot often enough; for, as yet, many do not under- 
stend them. They are, indeed general principles, which cannot
Vip much changed without trouble following. .beXT As to the skylight. No matter which way it faces— 

5?3 * S east or west (good work can be made under either) 
n°S’the Ught be dTrected upon the sitter, not towards the

is too Often the c£e Shield «to cnteora from «.e 
diffused light, either by placing upon tne 

hich will effect the purpose, or cover the 
hood. " The more diffused light there is about the 
duller, flatter, will be your picture. The stronger

camera, as — 
sunlight, or strong 
roof some contrivance w 
tube by a

MK.S=-Sooido.. in ,5»r
Ju ..® 7 i ii__ ___ s,aUa« ttaitp /îotrAlnnAl*,

üte mvuTc

^Mv'Trs't^'St'wm^te'Mr”™»™^ no/occupying no» »"1' 
splendid rooms at 680 Broadway. His reception room—about
twenty by sixty . .
and tables being covered with specimens
to* those who know them not, I ProP°ae 
inspect

collodion, and the weaker your developer.
To obtain the much-desired middle tint, or

shadows, give

_ia a model of artistic elegance, the walls
o his finest produc-

*Xh”SSPhoton thenT,i. dl I need », ; while 
’ i_L i   4.1,am Tint. T nronose to them to visit and

They will be politely welcomed by Mr. Sarony, or his 

P*Upon the floor above, within a room of same size as the one

description of one will answer for both. By having the tw
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Every one says our Card Board is the Best and Cheapest in
the Market.
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r,a h, {a not oniv able to do double the work he would with 
one but is able to obtain almost any effect of light and shade 
that will best produce the desired end, to choose the best sid 
to light up each subject, and operate accordingly, which could
111 ' Akmg°the 'elves of 'the building each light extends thirteen 
feef which I shall call the length ; thence back, and upward 
(at an angle of thirty degrees), thirteen feet ; and from the 
upper or back, slopes down, tightly boxed in, at an angle of 
Kt forty-five degrees, to the roof, giving a square top-light.

' ’^ht joins the top-light, and is of same length (thirteen 
f":V "and three feet down, or wide, ending in a point five feet 
above the floor The ordinary window-glass is used, neithei

A, the into etyle of shades .re ,«ed by
Lth parties, I will describe the™ hereafter 

The collodion in use is iodized as follows .—■
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Iodide of Ammonium. 
Iodide of Cadmium . 
Bromide of Cadmium.

U
I;

IDevelop with weak ordinary iron developer, and, if neces
sary, strengthen with pyrogallic acid and silver, of which every

' ^ThxTprinting is, of course, done upon his own paper, which is 

and filtering.
Any good toning bath will answer, 

he always uses.

n

I, however, give the one

Sarony’s New Toning Bath.
. 15 grs. 
. 2 oz.Chloride of Gold .........

Water..........................
Whiting, ak teaspoonful.

Shake well, then pour on boding water until the yellow dis- 
Filter, and add three drops of a saturated solution of

*,

appears 
chloride of lime.

A*
in the Dominiob.The Largest Stock of Frames
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This bath is easy to work, certain in its results, and can be 

used several times ; in fact, the tone of the prints is superior 
after using the solution some days. W hen the day s prints are 
toned, pour the solution through a filter into a bottle.

Before using again, add five grains of chloride of gold, and 
three drops of a saturated solution of chloride of lime.

To Fix.

n<
oiu i w. ! d[

t<
a
b

4 oz. 
30 “ „

Hyposulphite of Soda 
Water ...........................

Immerse for five minutes, and wash in the usual manner.
Is there any mystery here ?
To Mr. Richardson, his ski 

due, which I hereby tender.
Mr. Fredericks works two lights, both essentially, different. 

Either, in unskilful hands, would prove useless, but directed by 
Mr. Hugh O’Neil (partner in the business), who specially super
intends the chemical department, and Mr. John De Bains, 
whose skill under the light cannot be excelled, work is pro
duced, unsurpassed, in all respects.

The upper light (on fourth floor) is a skylight only. It faces 
north-west ; is of grohnd glass, fourteen feet square, at an angle 
of thirty-five degrees, and slopes away and down to the roof, 
solidly boarded up at an angle of forty-five degrees. At the 
lowest point, or base of light, it is nine feet above the floor.

The lower light (on third floor) is a side and top-light com
bined. . .

The top-light extends, in length, along the eaves of the (rear)
building, thirteen feet, thence up, and back (at an angle of 
twenty degrees), fifteen feet. The side-light joins the other, 
and is of same length (thirteen feet), extending towards the 
floor nine feet, and to within eighteen inches of the floor. All 
the lights are glazed with the whitest and best ground glass. 
The light on the third floor (one last described) has sliding in
side sashes of blue ground glass, which are drawn or pushed 

alongside of the other or outer light. This is found neces-
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s For Mounting, nothing equals Gum Royal, always ready, 

wo^ks smooth, and is easily soaked off if required; a 
valuable quality.
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For weaker light—
Iodide of Ammonium 
Bromide of Potassium

Developer : plain iron ; strongest under weak light ; strengthen

5 grs.

The printing is done upon the papers prepared by Mr. An- 
thony, and toned in a simple bath of chloride of gold, made 
alkaline with sal soda—common washing soda—and fixed injhypo.

Is there any mystery here 1 None ! The great art consists 
in knowing how to place your sitter properly under the light : 
when to weaken, when to strengthen your collodion and deve
loper and when to stop its action. These come of experience,

sary in this one which faces south-west, from the fact that it is 
nearly always directly in the sun’s rays. It is fitted with the 
ordinary style of curtains or shades, hung in narrow strips, by 
which .any part can be drawn up or down, giving the light any 
direction towards the sitter that may be desired.

The upper, or fourth floor light of Mr. Fredericks, also the 
top or skylight portion of Mr. Sarony’s lights, are provided with 
a very excellent style of screen, by which the light cannot only 
be reduced in quantity, but its direction can be changed as well.

For example, we take one of the lights thirteen feet long—if 
dividing this by six, it will be found that there are six sections, 
each twenty-six inches. Now, if the light is also thirteen feet 
wide (up and down way), the sections are twenty-six inches 
wide, by thirteen feet long. Now, make six frames of this size, 
and cover with blue tissue paper, which put up by means of 
hinges, or otherwise attached to the under-side of the top-light, 
and you have just the thing. It is self-evident that by turning 
these swinging screens up or down, by aid of cords and pulleys, 
that the effect spoken of can be produced.

The formulae used by Mr. O’Neil are as follows :—
Collodion, when the light is very strong, like that upon the 

third floor, he uses—
4£ grs. 
2 “

Iodide of Ammonium 
Bromide of Potassium

Our Chloride of Gold will tone twice as many Pictures per
bottle as that usually sold.

*
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by
intelligence, and common sense. They are not told in books 01 
in journals i are only to be had by study and effort on the part
of each photographer.

Other galleries will be described as my time and your space
will permit.

ex1
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Yours as ever,

C. W. H. ca
cliPhil. Photo.

Failures in Photographic Operations.
BY M. CAREY LEA.

w
se
fi

The beginner in photography will be very apt to find, that, 
after proceeding reasonably well for a time, his success suddenly 
terminates, for some reason quite undiscoverable to him. He 
appears to be proceeding exactly as before, yet he cannot get 
the same results. A very simple and useful course will be to 
change each of his materials in succession, collodion, bath, and 
developer, and so endeavour to detect the proximate source of 
the trouble. This plan does not always, however, succeed, for 
the new material substituted may have precisely the same fault 
as the old ; it may not be in any respect bad or impure, but 
may be simply unsuitable to the other materials with which it
is employed.

Not only the beginner, but even the experienced photographer, 
will occasionally find that things go wrong ; no one can claim en
tire immunity from photographic troubles. F or these reasons the 
writer has endeavoured to make this chapter a very complete 
one, believing that it will be very frequently referred to, and 
with advantage. He has collected the information here given 
partly from personal experience, but also very largely from 
other sources, in various languages. For convenience ol refer- 

it has been carefully classified under different heads :—
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Fogging.

Fogging is a trouble that affects different operators very vari
ously ; some are very frequently, others almost never affected

Grooved Boxes for Negatives, to hold l-4s, Cabinets, and
4 x 4s. Cheap, good, and neat.
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The learner may expect to be frequently tro > 
pe'rienced operator will have learned how to avoid it, exoept, 

nerhaos when he works under unusual conditions, or with 
micals different from those which he habitually employs.

Before proceeding to the particular sources of figging,• ob^tim» of a genSal nature may advantageously be maae 
General Remarks.-When a case of fogging presente iteeff, a 

careful study of the appearance of the plate will often
d A sheet of blnnk fog .11

®^S=£#2NïEEt-'.
mme°E8thê trouble lie. either in the ^ ”
S * r>ul<U., we

SVT'SX oflîTtrô'ublîf

above case, suspect the camera. or, irregular Thethe effect of that light is invariably partial and irregular .
““e^ cStractioland erpeneion of the wood rormlJ?£T-
into which the lenses are screwed will often prodiice a
^lK™"r^VSSft“h^Ahol.inth.befaow. 

body will p~d”“ “ Tthe '£k”.Urdo“ not ftt

ticfht the fogging will mostly be at one end of the plate. A£^.là frJHr? E
of the cnuee of the

troubles. (See also, beyond, White Light. )

Our Varnish is seiïdrying, and is said to be better than any
of the imported Varnishes- Try it

by it.
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Another very valuable distinction is drawn as follows :—
A superficial fogging, one that rests on the film and not in it, 

and can be rubbed off with the finger, is always attributable to 
the chemicals, never to exposure to white light, which last 
always produces an action in the interior of the film.

Therefore, if the fogging be internal and not superficial, it is 
most probably owing to intrusion of light, 
affirmed with entire positiveness, but is the most likely cause, 
for faults in the bath, collodion, &c., most generally give rise 
to superficial fogging. That is, fog from chemicals is generally 
superficial ;

1. Chemicals in fault.—Generally speaking, when fog shows 
itself, and when the presence of white light is not suspected, the 
first thing done is to treat the bath.

But, in all such cases, the first step should be invariably to 
try another collodion, or to add a little tincture of iodine to that 
in use. Iodine tends to make the bath slightly acid. There
fore, the addition of acid to the bath, or iodine to the collodion, 
is, in such a case, a step in a somewhat similar direction. And 
it would at first seem more correct 'to add the acid to the bath, 
as that brings the bath at once to the requisite point of acidity, 
and stops there, whereas by adding iodine to the collodion 
every plate tends to render the bath more acid.

But,, in practice, it is found that the results of the two treat
ments are very different. Sometimes a very little iodine will 
effect a cure when acid seems to have no effect. For example, 
the writer has seen a bath made of fused nitrate of silver abso
lutely refuse to give a clean picture, even when acidified beyond 
what is proper, and yet work excellently by adding a very little 
iodine to the collodion—a collodion which was not new, but had 
worked perfectly a month before^ in cooler weather, with a 
nearly neutral bath.

• When a neutral nitrate has been used, acidulation should not 
be carried beyond one drop of nitric acid or twenty-five drops 
of No. 8 acetic acid to every fifteen ounces of bath, and this 
much is only allowable when the nitrate of silver is free from 
acid. When the acidifying has reached this point, if the pic-

cannot be

Camera Stands, for Field and Studio Work, portable, fold
ing, light, firm, and cheap.

1
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ture is not clean, the remedy is most certainly needed in the 
collodion. , And it must never be forgotten that these treat
ments with acid or with iodine are but necessary evils, and that 
the more neaily neutral the bath and collodion, the more rapid 
will be the work.

The bath, however, may have been alkaline, and may, there
fore, need neutralizing and acidifying. This will be ascertained 
by introducing a piece of red litmus paper. Alkalinity may 
arise from having introduced an alkali intentionally, especially 
if ammonia has been added, previous to sunning. Bicarbonate 
of sodium renders a bath rather neutral than alkaline, and is 
the only substance that should ever be employed for removing 
an excess of acidity. Or alkali may have been carelessly intro
duced, when glasses cleaned with caustic soda or other alkali 
have been insufficiently washed before collodionizing.

The use of fused nitrate of silver, that has been kept too long 
in a state of fusion, or heated to too high a temperature, may 
tend to produce fog. Remedy : add very dilute nitric acid very 
cautiously, or try an older collodion.

An old bath, highly charged with impurities, may lead to fog
ging. As a palliative, add bicarbonate of sodium till a perma
nent precipitate falls, and then expose for several days to the 
sun. Filter, and acidify if necessary.

Sometimes an old bath will lead to fogging, not by reason of 
impurities, but simply by having become too weak by mere 
exhaustion of the silver. This will be more apt to happen with 
baths whose evaporation is checked by being kept covered. 
Remedy : add crystals or fused nitrate of silver.

Or the collodion may be in fault. A very new collodion, espe
cially one containing little or no alkaline salt, particularly if 
used with a nearly neutral bath, will sometimes refuse to give 
clean, bright pictures.

In this case, especially if the collodion be very pale, it is w'btt 
to add to it a little tincture of iodine, and so apply the remedy 
to it rather than to the bath. Or the admixture of a little old 
(but not too old) and more highly-coloured collodion will be 
found useful.

I
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Japanese Water Colours, the best in the Market.
Our Nitrate of Silver is all trebly Crystalized.
Carved Easels for the Studio Table, very handsome, $7.50.
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The developer may be in fault. If, when thrown upon the 
plate, it becomes almost immediately muddy, more acetic acid 
is wanted. Or, a developer that has hitherto worked well, may 
cease to do so in consequence of a change of weather and tern-

may produce

r<
v
o
Ih; perature.

It has been 
fogging.

If copper be used in the developer (sulphate of copper, blue 
vitriol), and the plate has been left in the bath for a time in
sufficient to convert all the soluble iodides into iodide of silver, 
brown fog may be produced by the formation of iodide of copper 
in the film.

Old specimens of pyrogallic acid, used in developing or re
developing, have been known to produce blue fogging.

a
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On the use of Ground Glass in the Studio.
There is, perhaps, no question in which the professional photo

grapher is more interested than that of how best to construct 
and light the studio, and very few on which more has been 
written or in connection with which more conflicting opinions 
have been expressed. So far as regards the size and form of the 
building, the artist is not in all cases free to carry out his ideas 
of what would be most suitable for his work, but is constrained 
to adapt the studio to the situation, and make the best of the 
convenience at his disposal. In the matter of glass, however, 
he is generally at liberty to give free play to his fancy ; and, 
judging from the many glass houses we have seen, the fancies 
of photographers are varied indeed. They have studios with 
ordinary greenish crown, studios with colourless sheet, studios 
with various shades of blue, and studios with ground glass ; and 
some of them, as if undecided as to which was best, indulge in 
a combination of all three.

The relative merits of the various kinds of glass have fre
quently been discussed in our pages ; but we are induced to
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Instantaneous Baby Cameras, to take two Pictures on one 
Plate; no shifting out the focus glass to put in the plate 
holder : done in a moment-
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r«mr to the ,object again m consequent of come *‘^3^ 
which recently had an opportunity of seeing tried in the stumo 
of one of our most extensively employed and most fastidious 
professional friends. The studio m question .is built strictly 
according to the fancy of the proprietor, and is nearly square 
measuring some thirty feet by twenty-five, and glazed to the 
EwTi1 four sides. Originally it was fitted with a m* 
^nmnlete arrangement of curtains, and was found for all oral

to ™wer admirably, as the aitter ought be placed
in any died portion and lighted to any entent m any direction 
A s however he numbers amongst his clientele, a great many Edln-d whom, Jthough he M,». h» ne.gbj 
hhnrs to fight shv of them, he seems very fond—he soon iouna
that sufficient curtain power to top outo^1dlg^i^ers®heme 
long exposures necessary, and so set about devising

wr^twIS iy to be abandoned in a
short time—the loss of light, notwithstanding what has bee
often said to the contrary, having been found to ^ conmdera , 
while the mmleasant effect of direct sunlight still remainea. 
The pictures were undoubtedly softer, but they 
in that vigour and biUiancy which is a usual charactenstic of 

friend’s work ; and the unnatural, we might almost say 
blue appèarance given by it to everything and every- 

11 such that neither sitter or operator could
our
offensive,
body in the room was
^ThTblue glass soon gave place to ground glass, in the hope 
that it would put an end to his troubles ; but, when weighed m 

balance of actual experiment, it was foundmiserabiywaning. 
The quiet, subdued light which it transmitted was undoubtedly 
very pleasant when the sun did not shine, but then that was 
inJ the time when it was not wanted ; and when the sun am 
shine the evil was intensified a thousand fold, as every little 
facet of the ground surface projected in a atoughthnemtofte 
studio a miniature sun of such dazzling brightness that our frienU 
declared it would have blmded him in a week. Noi was

the

For Mounting, nothing equals Gum Royal, always ready 
works smooth, and is easily soaked off if required ; a
valuable quality.
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all : the loss of light was such that an exposure of nearly twenty- 
five per cent, longer was required than with the ordinary glass. 
This, or at least a loss of light to this extent, we were not pre
pared for ; but on tentative trial, by placing a piece of sensitised 
paper in the printing-frame, one half covered by a piece of 
polished plate and the other by a plate with one surface ground, 
we found that our friend’s estimate was not far wrong. Of course 
the ground glass was at once removed and replaced by ordinary 
crown as at first, and the whole studio fitted with perpendicular 
louvre boards, each just the breadth of a pane. These were 
made of a very light frame of wood and covered with green cloth 
which does not in the least fatigue the eye, and produces a very 
pleasant effect in the house ; and, as they are not hinged, but 
simply fixed to the astricals by hooks, any number of them can 
be removed in a few minutes whenever a large open expanse 
of glass is required. By this arrangement our friend thinks he 
has got his studio into a completely satisfactory state, and, as 
we saw him making first-rate negatives of some troublesome 
** little ones 9} with an exposure almost instantaneous, we think 
he is not likely to make further alterations.

Although the result of these experiments is condemnatory of 
the general use of ground glass in the studio, there are circum
stances in which it is of much value, and where it is to be 
strongly recommended. In cases, for example, where one side 
of thé glass house is within a few feet of a dead wall, and where 
the only light that can find entrance is that which the wall 
reflects, the ground glass will be found of very great use. Of 

if the wall could be whitewashed matters would be much

t<
k

d

1
t

course
imrpoved, but neighbours are not always willing to oblige the 
photographer by allowing him to do so. An experiment, recorded 
we think by the late Sir David Brewster, shows that a large 
increase of light can, under the circumstances, be easily got in 
a very simple way. He was anxious to decipher the inscriptions 
on certain brasses in a vault lighted by a single small window, 
and as it had opposite, and within a few feet of it, a high, dark- 
coloured wall, the light admitted was hardly more than sufficient

Draining Racks, to hold 12 and 24 Plates, cheap.
Absolute Alcohol is the only thing fit to make Collodion. 
We are the only House in Canada who import it
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to make darkness visible. The veteran scientist however, 
knew well how to turn his scientific knowledge to practical 
account, and so got a friend to hang on the outside of the win- 
rrînd flush with the waU, a' white “ blind ” in the shape of 
a pocket handkerchief—not for the usual purpose of keeping the 
light out, but to send it in—and so was able to read the mscnp- 
tion easily. The explanation is, of course, quite simple. The 
only light that could reach the window came direct from the sky 
and as it fell on the glass at an acute angle, it was nearly all 
reflected at the same incidence ; but when the window was 
covered by the white cloth there was no highly-reflecting surface 
to throw it off, and so a considerable quantity of it was trans
mitted. If the side of a studio so situated be glazed with 
ground glass having the ground surface on the outside, the 
increase of light from this cause will be such as to astonish 
those who have not turned their attention to the subject.
British Journal,

t!
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u And so my friends I would have you
“ Look here, upon this picture and on this-- 

The counterfeit presentment of two studios ;
See with what care and taste this studio here 
Is kept ; a place for everything in use,
For every needed thing its proper place. e 
The sunlight fills the room, cheerful and bright, 
Each polished point reflects again the light ;
No mass of dust comes floating on the air 
What pleasure and what comfort working there .
In waiting-room the mellow light subdued,
The perfume of fresh flowers on entrance greet 
Each visitor, who, unknowing, the habit dons 
Which pleasing impress gives to human face dmne. 
In closet dark where we our magic work,
And raise loved forms to please and gratify, , 
This little den’s in perfect order kept,
So that moving with closed eyes one could
His incantations work.
This is the place. Look you now on this :
The sun bright from without seeks through th 
And dirty glass to cast reflections on 
The dirt and damp which coateth all within.

e damp

For mending Baths, making Dippers» and fixing Corners on
Hawarden Varnish ; 50 cents a bottle.Shields, try oar
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Full length portrait.
3 « U

Vignette.
The three above negatives must be from different subjects.

Cabinet full length portrait, 
do f

Vignette.

1 C. de V.
!do1

do1

1

do
The same subjects will answer both cards and cabinets, but 

would prefer different.
Competitors keep the negatives and send us prints only.
No negatives to be retouched.

Disorder the fixed order of the place—
A place for everything, yet nothing in its place.
A waiting-room, neglected and mildewed,
Hair growing up from seats of broken chairs ;
On walls chipped frames and faded pictures hang.
A litter of fair faces spotted o’er
With finger marks and dust on table strewn.
A little room for working out the spell,
Dark in its arrangement as in its light—
A problem it, unsolved by him who made it.
And so from day to day he picks his way 
’Midst failure and success, where success sure 
Would greet him, if he a little care bestowed.

“ Judge of the two pictures, friends, and go put your houses 
in order.”—British Journal.

NOTICE.
In order to prevent any future misapprehension on the part 

of our friends, we now definitely state the terms of competition 
for the Gold and Silver Medals in September. It will be seen 
that one or two important alterations have been made at the 
suggestions of our readers—we have determined to reduce the 
number of negatives, and also to allow only those which have not 
been retouched to compete—we believe this will render the con
test fairer and induce a greater number to exhibit—the rules are 
therefore as under :

Our Varnish is put up in 8 ounce bottles at the same price
as other 6 ounces.

L
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The successful competitor to send the negatives to us to print
Such negatives we will returnfrom for our October Journal. 

after we have printed what copies we require.
There must be no name on the prints. _
Each lot of prints must have a distinguishing mark, and each 

competitor must send a sealed envelope with a similar mark 
upon it, which envelope must have the name and address of the
86nd6r.

No city photographer can compete.
The judges will decide which photographs are entitled to the 

prize, and will then open the envelope bearing the distinguish
ing mark and announce the name.

All prints must be in our hands by loth Sept.

Our Chair is just the thing. Try one.

In raking negatives for enlarging, thin your collodion a little, 
expose fully, and don’t develop too far, you will thus have a 
thin negative, giving plenty of detail.

If you want a negative that will enlarge sharp and good, you 
the Ross Lens, as no other lens will give the same

We warrant each Ross to be perfectmust use 
sharpness and fine result.
or no sale.

Mr. Greer writes us saying, we may praise our Collodion as 
much as we like, and put his name to it. Thanks, Mr. G., every 
one admits our Collodions are the best on this contmunL ^

Mr Moles says he would not attempt making pictures unless 
he had Ewing’s Collodions to work with. He has tried col
lodions of a great many makes but prefers Ewing & Co s.

We test all our chemicals before offering them to the public. 
You can rely on the purity of any goods bought at Ewing
& Co’s.

of Mats, both AmericanEwine * Co. have a taoof/gffift,;
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on | plate, reversible, been in 
bargain.

Apply to EWING & CO.

m

"DIOR SALE 1 gem box, takes 
JU three months, good as new, use

a

11
n I

ilI
l-i»

*m
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1 !
ii

WANTED.
A *8””“1

Apply to A J. HERBERT.
Waterford.

Mr. Herbert sends us nicely made samples of his work. Ewing & Co.

Ground glass substitute at Ewing & Co’s.

COPYING, ENLARGING^ AND COLOURING
TTAVING had large experience in all branches of Photography, in

whole attention to the business of Copying for the Trade. Customers 
can rely on having their Orders attended to promptly and satisfactorily, 
at the following low rates :—

?„*8 ...................................................“00
10x12 .......
12x16 .......
Full Sheet
25 x 30 .... .........................
Sketch, 25 x 30—Canvas......................... 5 06

First-Ciass Artists engaged to finish in Ink, Crayon, Water Colours, 
and Oil, at moderate prices. ’

References kindly permitted to Ewing & Co. All Orders sent to 
their address will have my best attention.

1 25
1 50
2 00
3 00
4 00

F. W. KERRISON.

two years, and we can recommend him to those of our Customers who 
want any work such as he advertises done.

£
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À N ARTOPTICAN, or new style Magic Lantern, entirely 
JÜ. Latest improvements, &c., &c. Price $50.

new.

FOR SALF. /

GALLERY in a good town, west, either with or without Furni
ture and Fixings. Price low. -A

Apply to EWING & CO.
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